
 

 

 

We are looking for a: 

 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 

 

Is this you? 

You feel at home using Linux and Windows? You love to solve problems efficiently? You have 

programming skills at least in Java, C++ or JavaScript. You prefer modular over monolithic 

applications. You like simple, intuitive and fast software. You love to get things done. You write 

good structured, understandable and maintainable source code. You think software tests are a 

must. You are ok with virtualization and continuous delivery pipelines. You are self-organized and 

can work independently. You don't hesitate to speak out your ideas and doubts. You like to put 

your effort into our young and growing company to make the world a bit smarter and healthier. 

As Software Developer you are running and improving our software and hardware infrastructure 

as a member of our software engineering team. You will be responsible to develop new features 

for our environment and put them into action. This includes requirements analyses, 

implementation planning, testing, deploying, running and maintaining the software. 

We offer a fulltime position in a very innovative and multicultural company based in the Limburg 

region in the Netherlands (located at Brightlands Chemelot Campus in Sittard-Geleen) for a driven 

team-player who doesn’t mind going the extra mile. 

 

Essentials: Preferred Knowledge: 
▪ Git 

▪ Java, C++, JavaScript 

▪ Software testing 

▪ Result-orientation and creativity 

▪ Team player   

▪ Active participation in discussions 

▪ Communicate your thoughts early and 

frequently 

▪ Speaking/writing English 

 

▪ Web-Technologies 

▪ OpenGL / WebGL / CAD 

▪ User Interfaces 

▪ IP-Networking / Firewall / Wireless 

Networks 

▪ Enterprise IT Administration / Active-

Directory 

▪ Continuous-Delivery 

▪ Medical tomography data / DICOM 

▪ Micro-Services / Enterprise Service Bus 

/ SoA 

▪ Docker / Vagrant / Virtualization 

▪ Databases 

▪ Understanding Dutch / German 

 
 



 

 

 

About Xilloc: 

Xilloc is a company specialised in custom products, mainly for high quality Patient-Specific-

Implants. We see a need for similar high quality parts in industrial applications (aerospace and 

automotive parts for example) and we are dedicated to push Xilloc to the highest standard also in 

the field of industrial 3D Printing. 

 

Our clients request unique products. Our team constructs them either completely new together 

with the customer, or optimizes already constructed products for manufacturing. In order to make 

sure we match our customers’ needs perfectly, we developed a unique 3D web based 

communication and selling platform called MedX. It guides the customer through his order 

process and allows easy and secure data upload, 3D visualization using WebGL for verification 

and to communicate the detailed features of the custom product. Additionally we have our self-

developed MedX iPad app as a supplementary tool. 

 

 

 

if(interested) { 

send_cv_to("jobs@xilloc.com"); 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


